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Speculative Interference Attacks: Breaking Invisible Speculation Schemes
Extended Abstract

1. Motivation
Speculative execution attacks such as Spectre [29] and followon work [8, 11, 21, 28, 30, 34, 41, 51] have opened a new
chapter in processor security. In these attacks, adversarycontrolled transient instructions—i.e., speculative instructions
bound to squash—access and then transmit potentially sensitive program data over microarchitectural covert channels
(e.g., the cache [53], port contention [8]). For example in
Spectre variant 1—if (i < N) { j = A[i]; B[j];
}—speculative execution bypasses a bounds check due to a
branch misprediction, accesses an out-of-bounds value (j =
A[i]) and transmits that value through a cache-based covert
channel (B[j]), i.e., by forcing a cache fill to occur in a set
that depends on j. In this paper, we consider the illegally
accessed value j to be the secret. Here, the attacker controls
the value of i, thus j can be any value in program memory
and the covert channel can reveal arbitrary program data.
While a variety of covert channels can be used to leak
secret values under mis-speculation, cache-based covert channels [29, 35, 52, 53, 54] make the fewest assumptions on the
attacker and have therefore received the most attention. This
is for two reasons. First, secret-dependent cache fills leave
a persistent footprint in the cache which is observable long
after speculation squashes. Second, certain levels of modern
cache hierarchies are globally shared by all cores in the system, enabling attackers to observe said persistent state changes
from other physical cores [33, 52]. By contrast, many other
covert channels (e.g., arithmetic port contention [6, 8]) leave
only intermittent side effects that must be monitored before
the squash, and/or require that the attacker share hardware
resources on the same physical core (e.g., branch predictor
channels [4, 14])—both of which can be easily blocked (e.g.,
disabling SMT).
State-of-the-art transient memory side channel defenses. The above view of the covert channel landscape
has led to a surge of architecture-level “invisible speculation” proposals to block cache-based covert channels due to
mis-speculations (e.g., InvisiSpec [51], SafeSpec [26], Delayon-Miss [37], Conditional Speculation [31], MuonTrap [5]).
Invisible speculation schemes add hardware to prevent misspeculated loads from making persistent state changes to the
memory subsystem. To maintain the performance benefits of
caching, only non-speculative loads that are bound to retire
are allowed to modify the cache state. To maintain the performance benefits of out-of-order execution, loads are allowed to
“invisibly” execute (i.e., bring data directly to the core with-

out filling the cache) and forward their results to dependent
instructions.

2. Key Insights
In this paper we introduce speculative interference attacks,
which show that invisible speculation schemes do not fully
block speculation-based attacks that use the cache state. Our
attacks are based on two key observations. First, that misspeculated instructions can influence the timing of older,
bound-to-retire operations. Second, if changing the timing
of a memory operation changes the order of that memory
operation with respect to other memory operations, the resulting re-ordering can cause persistent cache-state changes.
Putting these together, we show (among other attack variants) how secret information accessed in a mis-speculated
window influences the order of bound-to-retire loads, leaving
secret-dependent state changes in the cache—even if invisible
speculation is enabled.
To explain these ideas in more detail, consider a simple
but representative invisible speculation scheme Delay-on-miss
(DoM) [37]. DoM issues a speculative load and (a) on an
L1 cache hit, forwards the load result to dependent instructions, or (b) on an L1 cache miss, delays servicing the miss
and re-issues the load when it becomes non-speculative. In
case (a), DoM does not update any replacement state (e.g.,
replacement bits) in the L1 cache until the load becomes nonspeculative. For simplicity, we explain ideas assuming only
branch instructions cast speculative shadows [37], i.e., a load
is considered non-speculative/safe iff it is older than the oldest
unresolved branch. We discuss attacks on more conservative
DoM variants in the main paper.
DoM’s (and other invisible speculation schemes’) stated security goal is to only focus on blocking cache state changes due
to mis-speculations, while leaving other covert channels unblocked. This is reflected in DoM’s design. On the one hand,
DoM prevents mis-speculated loads from directly changing the
cache state. On the other hand, DoM allows mis-speculated
loads to forward their results to dependent instructions, which
can clearly form covert channels through intermittent state
changes. For example, both whether a mis-speculated load hits
or misses in the L1 cache, and the mis-speculated load’s return
value, determine whether and how dependent mis-speculated
instructions execute. This is exactly the basis for forming, e.g.,
arithmetic unit port contention covert channels [6, 8].
This paper demonstrates how instructions that cause intermittent state changes can be leveraged to create persistent
state changes in the cache. Consider the example in Figure 1,

either loads to X followed by Y or Y followed by X. To finish
the attack (Figure 1 (d)), we show how changing the order of
memory operations can be used to create persistent changes in
the cache state, the intuition being that state in the cache (e.g.,
replacement bits) depend on not just what requests are made,
but also their order.
This issue is not easy to fix. The crux of the problem is that
timing changes can be converted to persistent state changes.
These timing changes can arise due to interference through
a large number of microarchitectural structures, through different instructions, etc. Further, while our example reorders
two loads that originate from the same thread, there are many
other memory address streams through which to interleave
operations, e.g., interleaving instruction and data cache accesses, accesses made across threads and security domains,
etc.—which further widens the attack surface.
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Figure 1: Speculative interference example. (a) Assume the code
snippet is run on a processor protected by invisible speculation such
as DoM and that &B[0] is cached while &B[64] is not cached. (b)
This results in speculative dependent instructions conditionally contending for execution resources with non-speculative instructions,
depending on the value of secret. (c), (d) If the non-speculative
instructions are two loads, the contention can influence the order in
which the loads are issued. Finally, the attacker can infer the secret
based on the cache replacement state after the loads both issue.

3. Main Artifacts

modeled after Spectre variant 1. Suppose this code is run on a
processor using DoM. In Figure 1 (a), a mis-speculated load
M1 forwards secret data secret to a second load M2 (À). A
normal Spectre attack would monitor the cache state change
left by M2 to deduce secret. To prevent this leak, DoM
would prevent M2 from changing the cache state, specifically
by allowing it to access and return data from the L1 if there
is an L1 hit and delaying its execution otherwise. While this
blocks the cache state change due to M2, M2 is allowed to forward its result when it completes (Á), meaning that dependent
instructions execute at a time that depends on secret (Â).
This has the potential to create a traditional non-cache based
covert channel, e.g., through execution unit port usage, which
DoM ignores.
Our key observation is that secret-dependent timing effects
caused by the dependent instructions can be monitored indirectly through how they interact with the execution of older
non-speculative instructions. In this example, the instruction(s) before the mis-speculated branch (Ã). Although the
non-speculative instructions come before the speculative dependent instructions in program order, out-of-order execution
could have both of them executing concurrently and contending for resources as shown in Figure 1 (b). For example, if
they use EXE1 and EXE2, respectively, and contend for the
common data bus in the same cycle. We call this speculative
interference.
Next, we show how speculative interference can be used to
bootstrap a change in the cache state. Specifically, suppose the
non-speculative instructions are made up of two independent
loads to addresses X and Y in different cache lines mapped
to the same set, shown in Figure 1 (c). Since these loads are
older than the mispredicted branch in program order, they are
not protected by DoM. We show how, depending on the timing
changes caused by the speculative dependent instructions, the
order in which load X is issued with respect to load Y can
change. That is, depending on a secret, the processor issues

To evaluate our attacks, we implement three proof-ofconcept (PoC) attack variants—creating speculative interference through non-pipelined functional units, MSHR usage, and instruction fetch unit backpressure—and verify each
variant on an Intel Core i7-7700 Kaby Lake CPU with 4
physical cores. (While commercial processors do not currently implement invisible speculation, we write each PoC
to emulate the behavior of such schemes.) Of independent interest, we develop a novel cache attack on the Intel
QLRU_H11_M1_R0_U0 replacement policy that detects loadload reorderings. Finally, all of our PoC variants work when
the receiver (attacker) runs on a different physical core.

4. Key Results and Contributions
This paper introduces and provides a framework to reason
about speculative interference attacks, whereby subtle secretdependent microarchitectural interference influences the behavior of older non-speculative instructions. We show how
this can be used to create cache-based covert channels, even in
the presence of invisible speculation schemes. As stated above,
we implement three working proof-of-concept exploits creating different types of speculative interference that all lead to
cache-based side channels. Finally, we conclude with a discussion on security definitions for soundly defeating the attacks,
and preliminary defensive ideas based on those definitions.

5. Why ASPLOS
This paper sits at the intersection between Architecture and
Security.

6. Citation for Most Influential Paper Award
This paper introduced speculative interference attacks, showed
how those attacks can undermine security for multiple proposed invisible speculation schemes and set a research agenda
for next-generation invisible speculation schemes.
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